
VISITING PLACES 

Banaras Hindu Vishwavidyalaya:- The Banaras Hindu University was established by Pandit 

Madan Mohan Malviya, a prominent lawyer and an Indian independence activist. Pt. Malviya considered 

that The millions mired in poverty here can only get rid (of it) when science is used in their interest. Such 

maximum application of science is only possible when scientific knowledge is available to Indians in their 

own country. BHU is located on the southern edge of Varanasi, near the banks of the River Ganges. 

Development of the main campus, spread over 1,300 acres (5.3 sq. km), started in 1916 on land donated 

by the then Kashi Naresh Prabhu Narayan Singh. The campus layout approximates a semicircle, with 

intersecting roads laid out along the radii or in arcs. Buildings built in the first half of the 20th century are 

fine examples of Indo-Gothic architecture. The campus has over 60 hostels offering residential 

accommodation for over 12,000 students. On-campus housing is also available to a majority of the full-

time faculty. The Sayaji Rao Gaekwad Library is the main library on campus and houses over 1.3 million 

volumes as of 2011. Completed in 1941, its construction was financed by Maharaja Sayajirao Gaekwad III 

of Baroda. In addition to the main library, there are three institute libraries, eight faculty libraries and 

over 25 departmental libraries available to students and staff. Sir Sunderlal Hospital on the campus is a 

teaching hospital for the Institute of Medical Sciences. Established in 1926 with 96 beds, it has since been 

expanded to over 900 beds and is the largest tertiary referral hospital in the region. 

Ramnagar Fort:-  Ram nagar fort is situated on the right side of Ganga  opposite to  Varanasi City . 

It is the residence of Kashi-Naresh, the King of Varanasi (Benares).  Ramnagar Fort and its museum are 

the repository of the history of the kings of Benares. The Kashi Naresh is the religious head of Varanasi. 

He is also the chief cultural patron and an essential part of all religious celebrations. Ramnagar is popular 

for Ramlila that is held annually under the aegis of King of Varanasi.  

Chunar Fort:- The Chunar Fort is situated on an extension of the Vindhyan range of mountains, with 

the river Ganges flowing near its base. Chunar is only 40 km from the holy city of Varanasi.  Various 

exotic waterfalls and religious worship places attract thousands of tourists and locals. Chunar is very well 

known for its pottery industries. Chunar has a great influence in history. The Chunar Fort was established 

by Maharaja Vikramaditya. In 1029 AD. King Sahadeo made this fort as his capital and established the 

statue of Naina Yogini in a cave of Vindhya hill and put the name as Nainagarh. King Sahadeo built a 

stone umbrella based on 52 pillars in the memory of the victory on 52 other kings, inside the fort which is 

still preserved. Later on Shershah Suri obtained the possession of the fort by marrying the widow wife of 

Taj Khan Sarang-Khani, the Governor of Ibrahim Lodi. In 1574 AD, Akbar the great, captured this fort 

and since that very time it was in the Mughal regime up to 1772 AD. In 1772AD this fort was captured by 

East India Company who established in it a depot of Artillery and ammunition. Later it was taken by 

Maharaja Chet Singh of Banaras temporarily and after Chet Singh outbreak in 1781 AD. Warren Hastings 

expelled Chet Singh from here.  

Vindham Fall:-Vindham Waterfall, about 90 km from Varanasi, is an ideal weekend getaway in 

Mirzapur District of Uttar Pradesh. This beautiful cataract is maintained by the forest department of the 

district. About 2 km from this fall is the Tanda Waterfall. A park and Ban Vihar are located nearby, which 

enhance the beauty of the place. 

Chandraprabha Sanctury:- Chandraprabha wild life sanctuary is situated in the Chandauli 

district, just 70 km from the Varanasi. It is well endowned with beautiful picnic spots, dense forests, and 

scenic waterfalls like Rajdari and Devdari that attract tourists every year to its vicinity. The sanctuary was 
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constituted in May 1957. Asiatic lions were introduced at Chandraprabha in 1958, which was successful in 

the beginning, however, in the following years the lions were found missing. The plan was again revived 

in 1993 and yet to take off. Chandra Prabha sanctuary is spread over an area of 78 sq. km and lies on 

Naugarh and Vijaigarh hillocks in the Vindhya forest range in Chandauli.  

A variety of wild animals are found at Chandraprabha. These include blackbucks, chital, sambhar, nilgai, 

wild boar, porcupine and Indian gazelle. The reptilian species include gharial and python. The park is a 

bird watcher’s paradise, as one can see around 150 species of birds. The wild vegetation comprises 

mahua, saagun, amaltas, tendu, koraiya, ber etc. In terms of flora, it is a typical dry deciduous forest 

composed of gneiss and laminated stone. 

Lakhnia dari Water Fall- Lakhania dari water fall is a unique place, part of a river system, just 

after fall flowing in a rocky cliff almost 3 km long with 50-100 meter wide & straight high rocks on both 

sides full of greenery. Lakhania Dari gets its water from Chuna Dari, which is just ahead of Lakhania dari. 

One can reach Chuna-dari by a road. Lakhania Dari is the perfect place to enjoy the beauty of nature. 

This place is on the national highway that connects Varanasi to Robertsganj The entrance to Lakhania 

Dari is easy missed to if one doesn't know the entry point.  

 

Sidhnath Dari Waterfall- Sidhnath dari is about 50 KM from Varanasi on Varanasi- Chunar-

Rajgarh road near Swami Adgadanad Ashram, Sakteshgarh in Mirzapur. This waterfall is one of the most 

beautiful waterfalls of Vindhyachal range, spread over a wide area. The fall gets its name from 

Siddhanath Baba, who used to live & meditate here. Across the waterfall is the Samadhi of Saint 

Siddhanath. Abundant rock paintings of pre-historic period can be seen on the surrounding rocks of this 

area. 

 

Diesel Locomotive Works(DLW): The foundation stone of Diesel Locomotive works, the 

modern temple of Varanasi, was laid down by then President of India Dr. Rajendra Prasad in 1956 in 

western part of Varanasi at Manduodih village. It was setup in 1961 with the technical collaboration from 

U.S.A. base locomotive company ALCO, for manufacturing Diesel Electric Locomotives. Its 1st locomotive 

was turned out and was presented to nation in 1964, by then Rail Minister Sri Lal Bahadur Shastri. From 

the first 2600 HP WDM-2 diesel locomotive in January-64 to the present day state of the art High horse 

power 4000 HP WDG-4 & high speed passenger locomotives WDP-4. The formation of Diesel Locomotive 

Works (DLW) at Varanasi has been very successful in conversion of diesel traction from steam traction in 

Indian Railways. Over the years, DLW has become the only manufacturer to produce locomotives based 

on two great Technologies of M/s ALCO and M/s General Motors. DLW has become the only 

manufacturing facility outside M/s General Motors with exclusive rights for the manufacturing of 

locomotives of their 4000 HP microprocessor controlled WDG-4  and its passenger version - WDP-4 (160 

KMPH). WDG-4 & WDP-4, are one of the most modern Diesel electric Locomotives in the world combining 

fuel efficiency with frugal maintenance requirement design. DLW has a wide range of products with 

different locomotives suitable for different customer requirement. Over the last four decades, it has 

manufactured locomotives over a wide range of horse powers, Meter gauge to broad gauge, freight 

traffic to passenger traffic and conventional control to microprocessor control. It has been providing 

numerous additional features on different classes of locomotives as per demand of customers. 
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